NITO - THE STRONGEST CONNECTION

NITO Stainless Steel Industry Gun
Unusually strong gun for professional that can
withstand rough handling.

Undgå arbejdsskader med de
nye NITO sikkerhedskoblinger

WATER

MAX
24 BAR

MAX
+95 °C

NITO - THE STRONGEST CONNECTION

NITO Stanless Steel Ergonom,
light, easy and strong Spray Gun
NITO Stainless Steel gun is a special strong gun, in environments where there are sometimes rough treatment. Workrooms and production environments. Where the gun is
exposed to knocks and bumps. NITO Stainless Steel gun is a high quality product that never
falls. Soft plastic housings shockproff and non stainable. Sealed case to avoid dirt stagnation.
Application:
nF
 or Flushing and cleaning jobs in industries and tasks requiring a sturdy gun that is capable
of withstanding impact and that saves water when in use
nF
 or water with or without soap solution, e.g. for rinsing, washing, flushing and detergents
n I nfinitely variable spray, from a concentrated spray to a spray with a dispersion angle of 60°
degrees
nS
 pray can be adjusted using a tool
nL
 ow pressure spray gun with pencil/cone jet adjustable from trigger and knob
n Light and easy to use
nC
 an operate at different temperatures and different pressures for a wide range of applications.

Technical specifications
Working pressure: Max. 24 bar
Temperature: Max. 95° C
Weight: 0,670 kg
Material in contact with water S/ST Body
NBR/EPDM Seal
Internal strucutre totally made in Stainless
Steel 316
Attachment options:
n NITO Nipple: 1/2”, 3/4” and 1
n Hose Tail: 1/2”, 3/4” and 1”

NITO Stainless Steel industry gun
Item Number
34000A3 NITO Stainless Steel gun wit 1/2” female thread with NIpple in Stainless Steel with

Viton O-ring
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